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  The Alliance Girls High School, Presidents
Award Unit officially flagged off 16 Gold
expedition participants to the United Kingdom.
  The Gold Awardees carried out their expedition
in Peak District Manchester, United Kingdom
from 21st to 30th April, 2023. 
  The participants were seen off by their parents,
teachers, and President's Award-Kenya (PA-K)
staff. 
      At PA-K we are extremely proud of the young
achievers, for their resilience and the ability to
balance academics and the Award programme.
We wish them well as their finalize the Award
journey.

ALLIANCE GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL GOLD PARTICIPANTS FLY THE AWARD FLAG TO THE
UK FOR AN EXPEDITION
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     Worldwide, 132 million girls are out of school and
girls face many barriers to accessing the education
they need to take the lead in their lives. Young
people and future generations continue to shoulder
much of the long-term socio-economic consequences
of the crisis. However, the disruption in their access
to education and employment opportunities due to
the economic downturn put the young generation on
a much more volatile trajectory in finding and
maintaining quality lives.
      According to PA-K CEO Ms. Munala, the GYM
Covid-19 Recovery Project targeted 47 countries
including Kenya. Taveta sub-county in Kenya became
a recipient of this global initiative because of the high
incidence rates of Sexual and Gender-Based Violence
(SGBV) during the 2019-2020 global pandemic and
the surge in the number of teenage pregnancies in
Taita Taveta.

       Over 300 young people from Taveta
sub-county have benefited from the
Global Youth Mobilization (GYM) COVID–
19 Response and Recovery Project under
The President’s Award-Kenya (PA-K).
       (GYM) COVID–19 Recovery Project
was inspired by the need to tackle a
global crisis in education, rising
unemployment, mental health crisis, and
increased domestic and gender-based
violence among young women and girls,
and under-represented and marginalized
communities; which escalated during the
pandemic. 

OVER 300 YOUNG PEOPLE FROM TAVETA SUB-COUNTY BENEFIT FROM THE GLOBAL
YOUTH MOBILIZATION PROGRAM
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Beneficiaries
  The Covid-19 Response and Recovery
Project opened its doors to young people
from Timbila location in Taveta sub-county in
September 2021, with the help of Volunteer
Trainers and Community Leaders.
      A total of 377 participants have graduated
having been equipped with the relevant
skills, resources, and linkages to help them
improve their lives and that of their
communities. 75% of the trainees are teen
mothers who were unable to continue with
their education. 
    “The young people are drawn from diverse
backgrounds particularly the marginalized
and those who were negatively affected by
the pandemic. A number of participants
engaged in the project, have started
generating income,” said Ms. Munala.
    The GYM initiative aims to shine a spotlight
on young people whose lives were disrupted
by the COVID-19 Pandemic.  

The Duke of Edinburgh’s International
Award Foundation
The World Organization of the Scout
Movement (WOSM)
The World Association of Girl Guides and
Girl Scouts (WAGGGS)
World Alliance of Young Men’s Christian
Associations (YMCA)
Young Women’s Christian Association
(YWCA)
International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) 

About GYM
   Global Youth Mobilization (GYM) is an
initiative of young people and voluntary
organizations in partnership with the World
Health Organization (WHO) that improves
the lives of young people in the post-COVID-
19 world.
     COVID–19 Response and Recovery Project
was enabled courtesy of the GYM in
collaboration with the Big 6 Youth
Organizations namely:

 ..................................................................................................................................................................THE GLOBAL YOUTH MOBILIZATION PROGRAM
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     PA-K, which was launched in Kenya in 1966,
is a member of The Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award which oversees the Award
Programme in over one hundred and forty
(140) countries.
     The project is designed to not only mitigate
the negative impact of the pandemic on young
people but also empower them to support
their communities to overcome the challenges
caused by the disruption. 
      The Centre tailors courses relevant to the
needs of the trainees. Skills transferred include
tailoring, baking, and traditional food making.
Others are hairdressing beauty and Barbering;
soap, and bead-making.
      Ms. Munala observed that access to diverse
and accessible learning opportunities is critical
for young people to thrive in a fast-changing
world.
      “Non-formal education, best suited to help
young people acquire life skills, values, and
resilience to social changes, is often
underestimated. We need to recognize the
benefits of non-formal education to enable
young people and communities to reach their
full potential,” she said.

     PA-K would like to thank Mr. Cornelius
Mnene, a retired Principal and an Award Holder
for leading the implementation of the Covid-19
Recovery Project in Kenya.
     Ms. Munala also applauds the Uwezo Fund,
State Department for Social Protection -
Community Capacity, Support and Development
Division, Youth Department – ICT, and County
Commission Sub-county office for playing a part
in the project implementation.

Project Implementation Team

 ..................................................................................................................................................................THE GLOBAL YOUTH MOBILIZATION PROGRAM
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    Over 300 Bronze and Silver President’s Award-
Kenya (PA-K) participants from 28 schools in coast
region were recognized and awarded certificates
for successfully completing the two levels of the
Award programme.
    At the same time 15 Senior Principals and Award
leaders were also recognized for the support that
they give to thousands of young people in terms of
volunteering their time and skills and ensuring
successful implementation of the Award
programme in the learning institutions. 
    The ceremony was officiated by Teachers Service
Commission (TSC) Coast Regional Director Ms.
Julliet Kariuki and witnessed by PA-K Chief
Executive Officer Ms. Nellie Munala, Ministry of
Education Coast Regional Director of Quality Mr.
Nerry Otieno and PA-K Board of Trustees.
    Ms. Kariuki noted that the youth are confronted
with high levels of socio-economic challenges
making them the most vulnerable population in
the society.

COAST REGION
    She said they require social, political and
economic support to realize their full potential and
lead dignified lives. This makes it even more
important that they are deliberately exercising a
choice of extra-curricular activities and doing it in a
way that requires connecting with other people.
    Ms. Kariuki commended The President’s Award-
Kenya for offering a balanced progressive
programme to young people and ensuring that
their achievements outside of academia are
recognized and celebrated.
    She emphasized the importance of formal
education saying it is vital in helping young people
to arm themselves with the skills and knowledge
needed to navigate the world of tomorrow. 
    However, she reiterated that formal education
alone is not enough to ensure that the young
people have the skills to tackle life’s many
challenges head on.
    “Young people also need experiences outside
the classroom to become committed, responsible
and fulfilled citizens of the world,” she said.
 

BRONZE AND SILVER AWARD RECOGNITION
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 .................................................................................................................................................BRONZE AND SILVER AWARD RECOGNITION/COAST REGION

     PA-K CEO Ms. Nellie Munala
said the Award programme is
non-formal education framework
that provides young people
between the ages of 14 and 24
years with the environment and
skill set necessary for discovering
their talents and helping them to
contribute positively to their
communities and the world. It
helps young people to believe in
themselves, enables them
appreciate diversity of the world
and make them ready for life.

   Munala elaborated that there are three levels of the Award
programme one can do which, when successfully completed will lead
to a Bronze, Silver or Gold Award. Gold is the third and final level of the
Award, and takes a minimum of 12 months to complete or 18 months
if one has not completed Silver. 
   In the Award, PA-K believes that not all learning happens in the
classroom and therefore the operations are in terms of guiding
institutions on how they can structure their free time such that as
much as learning happens in the classroom, the learning that happens
outside the classroom is intentional therefore PA-K provides a
framework for that.

   She noted that Competency Based Curriculum (CBC), has a shared
vision with the President’s Award-Kenya of empowering young people
for life. 
   “In the current education, so many children are not empowered at
the end of basic education. CBC system is principled on mutual social
responsibility; that there is no person in the African culture who is
considered useless and every person has a role to play in national
development,” noted Ms. Kariuki.  
   CBC mission is to nurture all learner’s potential which means no child
will exit from basic education without having been empowered with
competencies which they can apply in national development. 
  She said changes in the world demand that young people be
equipped with competencies that highly fit the labor market; people
who are highly viable at job performance.
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Walking in
groups in
search of

victims
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    She said PA-K’s Strategy realignment is to provide
enhanced access, expand its reach and demonstrate
the impact of the Award in transforming lives and
communities.  
    She revealed that award participants are drawn from
Universities, Middle-level Colleges, Youth groups,
rehabilitation centers, and open Award Centres across
the country.
    Globally, more than one million young people are
striving to achieve their Bronze, Silver, or Gold Awards
in more than 140 countries and territories. 

   Ms. Munala stressed that the Award in Kenya
has included young people from diverse social-
cultural, economic and geographical
backgrounds. 
   “The Award is available in correctional centres,
borstal institutions and is being rolled out to
inmates in prison departments within the Award
participation age bracket,” she said.
  The CEO said PA-K is exploring ways of
strengthening the Award delivery at respective
Institutions and more importantly network in
order to take the Award to the next level in coast
region. 
   “We are advantaged to have the presence of
the offices of the Regional Director’s, Ministry of
Education and Teacher’s Service Commission,
who, I believe are at a vantage position to enable
the Award Programme expand across the region
effectively,” noted Ms. Munala.

 .................................................................................................................................................BRONZE AND SILVER AWARD RECOGNITION/COAST REGION
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    In May 2023, a momentous event took place at
Kiaragana Girls in Kirinyaga County—a celebration of
achievement as 90 exceptional individuals were
awarded certificates for successfully completing the
Bronze and Silver levels of the President's Award.
This remarkable accomplishment highlights their
dedication, perseverance, and commitment to
personal growth and development.
    The ceremony was graced by the presence of
Muranga Catholic Bishop, Reverend Peter Maria
Maina, who honored the occasion with his
esteemed presence. His presence served as a source
of inspiration and encouragement to the Awardees,
further highlighting the significance and recognition
given to their accomplishments.
   Furthermore, the event provided an opportunity
to formally present the Compass Project equipment.
This project, designed to enhance navigation skills
and outdoor experiences, equips participants with
essential tools for exploration and self-discovery.
The President's Award-Kenya continues to invest in
innovative initiatives that empower young
individuals with practical skills, enabling them to
navigate their way through life's challenges
confidently.

KIRINYAGA COUNTY: KIARAGANA GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL

   So far over 500,000 participants have gone through the Award Programme. A majority of them are
now in their adult stages and are serving the country in various spheres of development. 
   The Award participants from various Award centers across the country are investing thousands of
hours every week through community service and residential projects to positively contribute to
development solutions in communities. In the last 4 years Award participants invested an estimated
4.5million hours in community service.
   She urged administrators in the Education sector to support in advancing the cause of the Award so
that many more students and adult helpers can participate and benefit from the Award experience.  
   The President’s Award – Kenya is committed to strengthening partnerships in the Education sector
so that we can collaboratively expand the avenues for strong positive character formation for our
young people.

 .................................................................................................................................................BRONZE AND SILVER AWARD RECOGNITION/COAST REGION
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   The President’s Award-Kenya Chairman Board of Trustees Rev. Fr.
(Dr.) Dominic Wamugunda graced one of the training sessions
organized for central region to enlighten the Award leaders on the
programme. 

NEW AWARD LEADERS TRAINING

   In a bid to expand the Award
programme, The President's
Award-Kenya held a capacity
building training for new Award
leaders including Principals
from Teachers Training Colleges
in central region.

   Fr. Wamugunda narrated his first
interaction with the Award
programme from the time he became
a lecturer at the University of Nairobi
until now. He assured the Award
leaders that they have made the right
choice in bringing up better young
people. He also expressed confidence
in the Secretariat that they will offer
maximum support to the adult
helpers so as to achieve their goal in
helping young people realize their
infinite potential.
   



   The President's Award-Kenya (PA-K) continues to
uphold its commitment to excellence by providing
high-quality training opportunities for Award
Leaders involved in running the Award program.
Recently, a dedicated team from the central region
had the privilege of attending the New Award
Leaders Training of Trainers Workshop. This
specialized workshop aimed to inform, update, and
enhance the capacity of the Award Trainers and
Coordinators, equipping them with the necessary
knowledge and skills to support the growth and
expansion of the Award program in the central
region.
   The Training of Trainers workshop served as a
valuable platform for the team to engage in
interactive sessions, exchange best practices, and
stay abreast of the latest developments in the
Award program. By investing in their professional
development, the President's Award-Kenya ensures
that these leaders are equipped with the expertise
and resources to guide and mentor Award
participants effectively.
    Following the training, the team from the central
region took the opportunity to plan for their
upcoming Adventurous Journey at Angiri Camp in
Nanyuki. This exciting initiative will enable the
participants to acquire essential skills through
engaging in adventurous activities, fostering
personal growth, and building resilience. The
President's Award-Kenya recognizes the importance
of the Adventurous Journey component and remains
committed to providing training and support to
ensure a safe and enriching experience for all
participants.

 CENTRAL REGION'S TRAINING OF TRAINERS
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   By prioritizing the training and capacity building of
Award leaders, the President's Award-Kenya aims to
deliver a program of the highest quality,
empowering young individuals to reach their full
potential. These dedicated leaders play a vital role in
creating a supportive and nurturing environment,
enabling Award participants to develop valuable life
skills, resilience, and a sense of achievement.



 President's Award-Kenya Engages with Education Leaders at KESSHA
Conference

PARTNERSHIPS

  The President's Award-Kenya values the
importance of collaboration and partnership
within the education sector. By participating
in the KESSHA conference, the Award further
reinforced its commitment to inspiring and
supporting young people throughout their
Award journey. The conversations and
connections established during the event will
undoubtedly contribute to the ongoing
growth and success of the President's Award-
Kenya.
  As the President's Award-Kenya continues
to expand its reach and impact, partnerships
and engagement with key stakeholders like
the Kenya Secondary Schools Heads
Association are essential. 

   The President's Award-Kenya recently participated in
the highly anticipated 46th annual Kenya Secondary
Schools Heads Association (KESSHA) conference and
exhibition. This prestigious event, held from June 26th to
June 30th at the Sheikh Khalifa Hall in Mombasa, brought
together an impressive gathering of Principals from all 47
counties in Kenya.
  Under the theme "enhancing effectiveness and
efficiency of education in Kenya," the conference
provided an invaluable platform for the President's
Award-Kenya to actively engage in meaningful discussions
with principals and heads of educational institutions. With
over 9,500 Principals in attendance, this event served as a
vital opportunity to exchange ideas, share experiences,
and foster lasting connections.
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President's Award-Kenya Engages at the World Scouts Parliamentary
Union (WSPU) Africa Assembly

    Scouting's unique educational approach encourages learning through enjoyable activities, engaging with
the outdoors, and meaningful experiences. It is within this framework that young individuals are
challenged, inspired, and empowered to develop their confidence, courage, and personal growth through
a well-structured system.
   The President's Award-Kenya enthusiastically participated in the WSPU Africa Assembly alongside
passionate participants and dedicated leaders. Together, they explored innovative opportunities to
empower young people and shape a brighter future. By engaging in fruitful discussions and collaborative
efforts, the President's Award-Kenya continues to champion the growth and well-being of Kenyan youth.
   The conference served as a platform to exchange knowledge, experiences, and best practices with
delegates from different countries. This invaluable opportunity allowed the President's Award-Kenya to
broaden its perspective, strengthen its networks, and find inspiration in the remarkable work being done
worldwide to address climate change and empower youth.

  The President's Award-Kenya, under the inspiring
leadership of CEO Nellie Munala, had the privilege
of attending the 1st World Scouts Parliamentary
Union (WSPU) Africa Assembly. This significant
event, held in Kenya from 21st June to 24th June,
brought together an esteemed gathering of over
600 delegates from various countries, including
Korea, South Sudan, Malawi, Burundi, Tunisia, and
Morocco.
   The conference centered around the theme
"Empowering African Parliamentarians and Youth
in Climate Change Mitigation through Scouting."
Just like the President's Award-Kenya, Scouting is a
non-formal educational Movement that
continuously seeks new avenues to contribute to
the holistic development of young people.

 ...........................................................................................................................................................................PARTNERSHIPS/WSPU
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     As an Award committed to nurturing the potential of young people, the President's Award-Kenya
remains dedicated to exploring new frontiers and forging partnerships that contribute to the holistic
development of Kenyan youth. By aligning with global initiatives such as the WSPU Africa Assembly,
the President's Award-Kenya reinforces its mission to create a supportive and empowering
environment where young individuals can thrive and become responsible leaders of tomorrow.
      With a shared vision and collaborative spirit, the President's Award-Kenya continues to pave the
way for transformative experiences and opportunities that shape the lives of young Kenyans,
empowering them to make a positive impact on society and the world at large.

EDUCATION DAY

    On 22nd May 2023, Karoti Girls Secondary School
in Kirinyaga County hosted a remarkable event—the
President's Award Education Day. This special
occasion aimed to promote awareness and
understanding of the President's Award program
among the youth in the region. The event witnessed
the participation of 521 students from 13 different
institutions, all eager to explore the opportunities
offered by the Award.
    The President's Award Education Day served as a
catalyst for sparking interest in the Award
programme in Kirinyaga County. Among the 13
institutions present, an encouraging number of
seven have already expressed their keenness to
implement the Award program within their
respective schools. This enthusiastic response
highlights the growing recognition of the Award's
significance and potential for personal growth and
development.

   The event was graced by the presence of two
esteemed guests who embody the spirit of the
President's Award. Legendary Henry Wanyoike,
an Award Holder Alumni, and Esther Mureke, an
Award leader from Kamwenje Teacher Training
College, shared their inspiring stories and
experiences with the attending students. Their
presence served as a source of motivation and
encouragement, showcasing the transformative
power of the President's Award.
   The President's Award Education Day is a
significant milestone, demonstrating the
commitment and collective effort to empower
young people in realizing their infinite potential.
By embracing the Award program, students are
provided with a structured framework for
personal development and skill-building,
fostering qualities such as resilience, leadership,
and perseverance.

 ...........................................................................................................................................................................PARTNERSHIPS/WSPU
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THE COMPASS PROJECT

   The Compass Project, a beacon of support and
empowerment for President's Award participants,
continues to make a significant impact on their
Award journeys. With the generous sponsorship
from donors, this initiative has been instrumental in
providing essential resources to aid participants in
their pursuit of the Award.
  Through the Compass Project, numerous
institutions have received sleeping bags and
rucksacks. These vital items enable participants to
embark on their Adventurous Journeys with
confidence and effectiveness. The provision of these
practical resources ensures that participants can
fully immerse themselves in the outdoor experience,
overcoming challenges and building resilience along
the way.
  In addition to the support for Adventurous
Journeys, the Compass Project also recognizes the
importance of digital platforms in facilitating the
Award program. Award centers have received
computer equipment, empowering young
individuals to leverage the digital platform and
engage with the program more effectively. This
integration of technology enables a seamless and
enhanced experience for participants as they
progress through the various levels of the Award.

   Since its inception in 2016, the Compass Project
has played a pivotal role in enabling 600 young
individuals pursuing Bronze to Gold levels to
actively participate in the Award program. Across
38 Award Centers throughout the country,
participants have benefited immensely from this
initiative, receiving the necessary support to
embark on their Award journey and strive for
excellence.

1 4
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   Furthermore, the impact of the Compass Project
extends beyond those who receive direct sponsorship.
Thousands of non-sponsored Award participants have
also reaped the benefits of the digital platform,
accessing the program through the Compass Project
Award Centers. This inclusive approach ensures that a
greater number of young individuals can engage with
the President's Award, regardless of financial
constraints.    The President's Award-Kenya is profoundly

grateful for the support and generosity of the
Compass Project donors. Their contributions
have made a tangible difference in the lives of
countless young participants, empowering them
to embrace challenges, develop essential skills,
and grow as individuals.
   The Award remains committed to creating an
inclusive and supportive environment for all
participants. The Compass Project serves as a
testament to our dedication to providing
resources and opportunities that enable young
individuals to reach their full potential.

 ...........................................................................................................................................................................THE COMPASS PROJECT
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PRESIDENT'S AWARD-KENYA CHAMPIONS CLIMATE SOLUTIONS
THROUGH TREE GROWING

    The Board of Trustees emphasized the multiple
benefits of the President's Award program,
highlighting the significance of experiential
learning beyond the confines of the classroom.
While academic learning is crucial, the intentional
and enjoyable learning that takes place outside
the classroom plays a vital role in a young person's
development. The President's Award-Kenya
provides a structured framework that enables
young individuals to hone their skills and cultivate
personal growth beyond academia.
   St. Thomas Girls Secondary School, a role model
center for education and sustainable
development, has pledged to enroll more
students in the Award program. By doing so, they
aim to empower young people to become
solution-oriented and contribute to solving socio-
economic challenges within their communities.
The school's commitment to the President's
Award program exemplifies its dedication to
fostering well-rounded individuals who can
positively impact society.

   The President's Award-Kenya (PA-K) continues to
make significant strides in championing
environmental sustainability and providing young
individuals with opportunities to make a positive
impact on their communities. Led by esteemed
Board of Trustees members Susan Omanga and
Edwin Otieno, the PA-K team recently visited St.
Thomas Girls Secondary School in Kilifi County for a
tree planting exercise.
  This initiative aligns with the National Tree
Growing Restoration Campaign, a nationwide effort
spearheaded by H.E President William Ruto, which
aims to plant 15 billion trees across Kenya by 2030.
Recognizing the importance of climate solutions, the
PA-K team, alongside St. Thomas Girls Secondary
School, planted 600 trees during the exercise.

www.presidentsaward.or.ke



Moreover, St. Thomas Girls Secondary School was among
the schools whose participants received their Bronze and
Silver Awards. This recognition celebrates the
achievements of the students who have successfully
completed the respective levels of the President's Award.
Their dedication and commitment serve as an inspiration
to others, encouraging more young individuals to engage
in the program and embrace opportunities for personal
growth and skill development.
The President's Award-Kenya, together with its dedicated
Board of Trustees, continues to prioritize environmental
sustainability and the holistic development of young
people. Through initiatives like tree-growing exercises,
the Award strives to instill a sense of responsibility and
stewardship for the environment in the hearts of young
Award participants.

 ........................................................................................................................................................ST. THOMAS VISIT BY BOARD OF TRUSTEES IN KILIFI
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   Mercy Muindi, a participant of The
President's Award-Kenya at Egerton
University, recently achieved a
significant milestone by completing
her Gold level. Over the past two
years, Mercy has demonstrated
unwavering commitment to the
Award program, which has proven to
be a transformative experience,
equipping her with valuable skills for
life.

   Throughout her journey in the Award, Mercy has fearlessly
embarked on numerous adventurous journeys to various parts
of Kenya. These experiences have not only pushed her
boundaries but also allowed her to explore her passion for
interior design and first aid. By diligently updating her logs on a
weekly basis, Mercy has honed her proficiency in ARCHICAD
software, Photoshop, space planning, and design management.
   Driven by her enthusiasm for the Award, Mercy has taken on
the role of a St. John's Ambulance first aid coordinator. This
position has significantly enhanced her first aid skills, enabling
her to provide voluntary services to the community. Through
her dedication and commitment, Mercy exemplifies the values
of compassion and service instilled by The President's Award.

   As Mercy Muindi completes her Gold level, she
stands as a shining example of the
transformative power of The President's Award-
Kenya. Her achievements reflect the program's
commitment to fostering personal growth,
instilling resilience, and nurturing the potential
of young individuals across the nation.

Mercy Muindi from PA Egerton University

AWARD HIGHLIGHTS
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   Through these engaging discussions,
the participants aimed to inspire and
empower the students, equipping them
with valuable knowledge and skills for
their personal and academic growth.
   Undertaking the Gold Residential
Project was not without its challenges,
particularly since construction was a new
experience for the participants. However,
these challenges only served to make
them stronger and more resilient.   
 Working together as a team, they faced
the obstacles head-on, gaining new
perspectives and improving their
problem-solving abilities. Above all, they
learned to make the process enjoyable,
finding fulfillment in the shared journey.
   The President's Award-Kenya remains
committed to supporting and
empowering young individuals on their
journey towards personal growth and
excellence.

   Three dedicated participants
of The President's Award-
Kenya, namely Simon Muigai,
Amos Langat, and Mary
Wanjiku from the Laikipia
Award Unit, recently undertook
their Gold Residential Project at
Gilgil Highway Primary School
in Nakuru County. Joining them
in this five-day exercise, which
took place from 15th June to
19th June, was Esther Auma
from the Egerton Unit.

   The project focused on two key areas: kitchen renovation
and student mentorship sessions. The participants formed a
formidable team called "Team Alpha" with the motivating
slogan "beba hii twende" (carry this and let's go). Together,
they successfully partitioned the kitchen using a 9-course
stone wall and cemented the kitchen floor, with the assistance
of a skilled mason. Team Alpha also repaired the kitchen's
brick cookers and reinstalled the kitchen chimneys, ensuring
the facility was fully functional.
   In addition to the physical renovations, mentorship sessions
were conducted for Grade 7 and Class 8 students. These
sessions covered crucial topics such as mental health, sexual
reproductive health, leadership, and academic excellence. 

 Simon Muigai, Amos Langat, Mary Wanjiku from PA Laikipia University
 ........................................................................................................................................................STORY HIGHLIGHTS/PA LAIKIPIA
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Award presentation to Mudavadi Girls

Secondary School students

Award presentation at Githinguri girls

Bronze/Silver Award presentation at Pioneer
girls High School

Students pose for a photo with PA-K Senior Programmes
and Projects Coordination Officer Jinnarius Wambugu,

Veteran Paralympic athlete Henry Wanyoike and Esther
Mureke of Kamwenja Teachers College. 521 students were

in attendance from 13 institutions in the central region.

CLICKS
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Programmes and Projects Coordination Officer,
Serem Kipyego share a presentation to Award

participants of AIC Chebisaas Boys in Uasin Gishu
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Award Presentation conducted at St. John 
 Kilimambogo TTC

Students and Staff pose for as photo with PA-K CEO
Nellie Munala during the Coast Region Bronze and

Silver Award presentations.

PA-K CEO, Nellie Munala poses for a photo with
Poppins Mdone Misoi the Executive Director of

World Scout Parliamentary Union Kenya

Vihiga County TSC Director visiting PA-K
offices

 .............................................................................................................................................................................................CLICKS



Board of Trustees Susan Omanga, Edwin Otieno, and
CEO Nellie Munala pose for a photo with Deenway

International School Mombasa Principal Muigai
Muriuki Mburu when they paid him a courtesy call.

A Central region's Award
Leader poses for a photo

during the Training of Trainers'
adventurous journey at Angiri

Camp in Nanyuki.

Senior Programmes and Coordination Officers Christine Chacha
and Jinnarius Wambugu pose for a photo with officials from

the Ministry of Education during the conference.

PA-K CEO Nellie Munala cuts a cake during the Global
Youth Mobilization graduation in Taveta County
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PA-K CEO Nellie Munala plants a tree during
a tree planting exercise at St. Thomas Girls

Secondary School in Kilifi County
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Students pose for photos at Karoti Girls
Secondary School which held President's

Award education day to popularize the Award
in Kirinyaga County
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the_presidents_award_kenya

The President's Award - Kenya

@presidentsaward

The President's Award Kenya

The President's Award - Kenya

 

15 Elgon Road, opposite the
Kadhi's Court in Upper hill,

Nairobi
P.O Box 62185-00200 Nairobi

communication@presidentsaward.or.ke

+254 720 971 556
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